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Future FANTASTeek!
So, why the Long face?
Have you been eating something suspicious...
DAMP FLAT PRODUCTS™ obviously deny everything
and unlike TESCO, we're not sorry

But Cheer-up!
The economy is still circling-the-drain
'Americans like shooting each other' shock!
and everyone else wants to blow each other up!
...from an X-BOX

Fancy some Soylent Green?
I'm dyscalculic
dyscalculic
I can't use an analogue clock
and I need a calculator.

So does everyone else...

I'm dyslexic
also dyslexic
and disilluminated
disilluminated
dyspraxic too
and disilluminated

So am I
me too
YOU have made THIS goat CRY

Because you didn't DO ANY WORK
I WANT to be YOUR friend on LinkedIn.

we CAN be buddies
we CAN go EVERYWHERE TOGETHER
What do you mean it TASTES LIKE CHICKEN?

Is it or is it NOT CHICKEN?

hmmmm... WHY NOT have BEEF or Lamb instead?
I just lack motivation.

always have... always will...
Okay, you've done it like *this*. But I want it re-done. Don't quibble. But they're the same...?
Hello?

BASICALLY
I'm just NOT THAT
INTERESTING

But...
i'm OK
about it

IN
Fact,
it's kind of
A
WEIGHT off
MY MIND

* Thank you for your attention
TECHNOLOGY
MAKING YOUR LIFE BETTER

1980
OH NO!
I've got the wrong Slide Carousel!

1995
SHIT, SHIT, SHIT!
I've got the WRONG Floppy

2005
WHOSE PEN-DRIVE is this...?

2012
WHY won't my VLE load?

* virtual learning environment
  virtually works
I've been staring at this computer all week!

...but I have no idea why.
I'm sure something interesting will happen at some point.

But it hasn't happened yet.
CAN I HAVE ONE MORE CHANCE

I've been SO SICK

SICK SICK SICK

Sickety-Sick-SICK

but, now I'm better...
Dr. DAMP's
*daily*
dictionary

'DOWNLOADING'

the art of doing 'owt

MURDER
She Wrote

I think I know who killed X, but I need your help to prove it...

nice

Downloading is the NEW Chilling
Hey...

Text 'waste of time' to 88080

WASTE TIME!

Squander it easily.

Just like your FAVORITE CELEBRITIES

Don't talk about nice frocks

Vote for elimination on big brother x factor

Strictly whatever

"the tedium of your life will soon be over"
THE HUMAN RACE, A WELCOME ADDITION TO ANY HOME

RETURN YOUR ARMS

HELLOOOO
WE COME FROM
EARTH

ERRR-TH

#Piss Off

The moon
- AND IT'S ONLY TUESDAY -
I'm like, I can't be bothered you know.
I used to like him,
then I started seeing Matt 'something'.
I was so pissed
I can down vodka
Hey! You look miserable.

Could you be moody & stroppy?

Are you totally unprofessional?

Great! You're hired.

Can you start Monday?

Of course you can't.
- YEAH, BUT DOING WHAT EXACTLY? -

I'm so busy (more important than you)

Busy busy busy busy busy

Doing so much pointless shite
Lasagne was ‘100% horse’